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In this assignment, I’ll describe an example of a company that fits to the Adaptive Cycle of Change 

(ACoC). The adaptive cycle describes the process in going from wanting to doing, it is divided in 4 

parts each with different properties. In the light of the recent fuss about the new Amsterdam faculty 

of Sciences (AFS) I will discuss the merger of both Amsterdam student sporting councils (SSC) the 

VUST (VU) and ASSO (UvA), until now one of the few merged interest groups focusing on both 

universities. 

 

In the beginning of this cycle, both councils knew what they were doing and how to do it. Both being 

in the first quadrant of the ACoC. This worked all fine until the need of a merger arose, why having 

two different associations working on the same field? The merger came into process and a new 

organization was born: Studentensport Amsterdam (SSA). 

This newly created organization at firs knew what to do and how to do it, thus staying in quadrant 

one. 

 

But with a larger group of students and both universities pulling, their ability to both achieve things 

and to make solid policy disappeared. They now longer knew what to do and in what direction to go. 

It is almost obvious that they moved into quadrant two, the crisis phase. With the slogan “never 

waste a good crisis” in their heads, the newly elected board members started with using their 

network and gaining the funds and backing necessary to be a good SSC. The movement to quadrant 3 

was made and the options created by the board had to be exploited. The choice was made to keep 

both universities equal despite differences in opinions about the role of SSA. 

 

With this choice made, SSA ended in the 4th phase of the ACoC, the entrepreneurial-phase. Lots of 

time and effort where put into making the SSA work like the two councils ever before did. In order to 

conserve this, large plans were written and with each transfer of boards the goals of SSA were 

explained to the newbies. 

 

Currently SSA in yet again in the equilibrium phase, but because of the pressure from one of the 

Sports Centers there will be a shift to phase two coming up soon.  


